Variable Speed Condensing Gas Furnace

Right for You
How can we say that Payne knows what's
right for you? The answer is experience.
D.W. Payne and sons started making
the right products for their west coast
customers back in 1914. Since that time,
we've expanded nationwide with a brand
that provides attractive, affordable
products that work. These same principles
apply to our family of deluxe condensing
gas furnaces. Because this solid lineup of
comfort equipment carries the Payne name,
you can be sure it's the right product at the
right price.

Warm Up with Payne
Everybody needs time to relax, to rejuvenate
their minds and bodies. So when harsh, winter
conditions outside drive you inside, it's always
great to know that you can warm up with Payne.
With an affordable and reliable Payne deluxe
condensing gas furnace, you can look forward to the
comfort of quiet operation, the economy of low utility
bills and the freedom of minimal maintenance. Just set
your thermostat, sit back and let Payne fill your home with
warm, welcoming comfort.

As an ENERGY STAR® Partner,
Payne Heating & Cooling Systems
has determined that this product
meets the ENERGY STAR®
guidelines for energy efficiency.

Model PG9UAA

The PG9UAA gas furnace offers
our highest efficiency, an
impressive 95% AFUE
(Annual Fuel Utilization
Efficiency). Like miles-pergallon for a car, AFUE ratings allow
customers to compare fuel efficiency of
furnaces – the higher the number, the better
the efficiency. This model enhances your comfort by
drawing fresh outdoor combustion air into your home for
diminished drafts and quieter operation.

Two Stages of Heating
The PG9UAA gas furnace also offers two-stage heating operation. This model
runs on low stage in most conditions to keep indoor temperatures consistent
while using less gas than single-stage furnaces. In extreme cold conditions,
the furnace will automatically switch to high stage operation. This mode
provides full furnace capacity, quickly supplying the warmth and comfort
your family deserves.

Variable Speed Fan Efficiency

Model
PG9UAA

The PG9UAA gas furnace enhances your comfort with variable speed blower
technology. The variable speed blower operates quietly and at a high electrical
efficiency. Constant Fan mode allows indoor air to be continuously filtered and
circulated, providing cleaner air and more consistent temperatures throughout
your home. When paired with an air conditioner, during cooling season, it can
even help reduce humidity levels in your home while delivering year-round
economical comfort.

Payne is the Right Choice
Payne offers the right products at the right
price, offering dependable, comfortable and
efficient comfort season after season. So make
the decision easy on yourself - choose Payne.
When you do, you're choosing a long-standing
history of indoor comfort products that are just
right for you.

Our Warranty
All Payne furnaces are covered with a ten-year
parts limited warranty. Warranty applies to original owner of properly registered product.* Visit
payne.com for details. The heat exchangers are
protected by a twenty-year limited parts warranty.
*Warranty period is 5 years if not registered within 90
days. Products sold in California and Quebec automatically
receive a 10-year warranty.

What You Get With Payne
1 Efficiency and Comfort
Two-stage gas valve with two stages of heating
operates up to 90% of the time on low-stage
heating for smooth, efficient comfort. High
stage operation provides a boost in comfort
during more extreme winter conditions.
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2 Energy-Saving Operation
Direct-drive variable speed blower motor
provides airflow optimized for your home's
needs. It delivers quiet, dependable heating
and improved humidity control.
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3 Extra Gas Efficiency
Our secondary heat exchanger extends heat
transfer for higher efficiency use of heating
fuel. It is protected by our patented coating
for lasting corrosion resistance and durability.
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4 Responsive Operation
Our advanced electronic control reliably and
responsively activates system operation.
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5 Quiet, Draft-Free Comfort
Our sealed combustion system virtually
eliminates drafts and allows quiet operation
by using outdoor air for combustion.

Model
PG9UAA

Your Total Comfort Connection with Payne
A Payne deluxe condensing gas furnace
provides welcome warmth during
winter's blustery chill. Add a Payne
central air conditioner and properly
matched evaporator coil and you can
count on cool, soothing relief from
summer's heat as well. It's a total
system solution for indoor comfort
you can count on all year long.

Air Conditioner and Gas Furnace System

Install Now, Pay Later with Payne Financing
If you're like many people, your need for comfort doesn't always match your immediate ability
to pay for it. So Payne makes your life easier with 6 or 12 months of deferred interest, minimum
monthly payment financing. If you pay it off within the promotional period, you pay no interest.
Or, spread your payments over time with a reasonable finance charge. Either way, you can enjoy
comfort now, when you need it. Credit provided by GE Money. For more details or to apply for
Payne financing to receive pre-approval, go to www.Payne.com.

Visit our website at www.payne.com
01-8110-977-25
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Before purchasing this appliance, please read the
important energy cost and efficiency information
available from your dealer. Manufacturer reserves
the right to discontinue, or change, at any time,
specifications or designs without notice and
without incurring obligations.

Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE)
Gas- or Propane-fired forced-air furnace
with a high efficiency motor

95.0
90%

98%

